IN-SITU CALIBRATION OF SEISMIC SENSORS RECORDING DIFFERENTIAL MOTION TO DETERMINE
ROTATIONAL GROUND MOTION COMPONENTS
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2. Motivation

1. Summary
We present an effective in situ calibration of paired sensor records used to determine differential seismic
motions. The calibration is of extreme importance when small differential motions are to be recorded, which
requires the paired sensors to be 'identical' in terms of their frequency characteristics. These differential
motions are subsequently used to derive finite differences approximating spatial derivatives appearing in the
expressions for seismic rotations. The calibration method is applicable only when the differential motions are
over-determined, i.e. the same difference is measured by more than one pair of sensors of the same type. We
demonstrate the calibration method on three illustrative examples: a synthetic test, a series of laboratory tests
using a special rotational shaking table, and a measurement of vertical rotation rate due to a small earthquake
of ML=2.7, which occurred within the earthquake swarm in Western Bohemia in autumn 2008. We found good
agreement of the calibrated rotation record with the transverse acceleration as predicted by theory.

Rotational seismology is an expanding seismological discipline, emerging in the past decade and attracting
attention throughout the seismological community [1]. The basic source of information in rotational seismology
are measurements of rotation of seismic displacement or velocity. One possible way of determining seismic
rotation is based on approximating the spatial ground-motion derivatives by corresponding finite differences.
This requires measuring the differential motions - differences in the recordings from two sensors situated close to
each other.
The main factor limiting the accuracy of differential seismic motion measurements is the fact, that the sensors
used to derive the motion difference are not identical in terms of their transfer functions. This means that for the
same input they do not produce the same output. When differential motions are to be determined at a point the
distance between the sensors used to derive the differential motion must be small. This implies that also the
difference in their recordings (the differential motion) is small. In such a case, possible small errors in the
subtracted values from the individual sensors may cause significant errors in the differential motion itself and,
consequently, in measured seismic rotation.

3. Calibration - Full inversion
The presented method of the in situ calibration relies on the fact that the
differential motion measured being over-determined. For example, when
using the rotational seismic sensor system (the so-called rotaphone)
described in other poster, several sensor pairs, mounted along the
perimeter of an undeformable disc, are used to measure the same
differential motion.
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider two pairs of sensors of the same
type. The pairs are indexed by roman numerals I and II. Let the true groundmotion time series to be recorded at the location of the sensors be s1I(t),
s2I(t) for one pair and s1II(t), s2II(t) for the other one. Note that both these
paired sensors record the same motion component. Let us denote the
corresponding complex Fourier spectra S1I(f), S2I(f), S1II(f) and S2II(f),
where f stands for ordinary frequency. Let us further denote the
corresponding recorded spectra by R1I(f), R2I(f), R1II(f) and R2II(f). They
differ from the ground-motion spectra according to
R1I(f)=S1I(f)T1I(f),
R2I(f)=S2I(f)T2I(f),
R1II(f)=S1II(f)T1II(f), R2II(f)=S2II(f)T2II(f),

where tI(f)=T1I(f)/T2I(f) is a complex function, which is nearly equal to
unity. Analogously, we express the ratios S2II(f)/S1II(f) and S1II(f)/S1I(f)
with the help of the ratios tII(f)=T1II(f)/T2II(f) and tII,I(f)=T1I(f)/T1II(f),
which are again close to complex unity.
Let us consider the differential motion between the sensors in pair I in the
frequency domain, S1I(f)- S2I(f). It may be used to approximate the spatial
derivative by the corresponding finite difference
D(f)={S1I(f)- S2I(f)}/D= tI(f){R1I(f)- R2I(f)}/{T1I(f)D},
where D is the distance separating the sensors. If the sensor axes are
perpendicular to the line connecting the sensors, this finite difference
approximates the corresponding rotation component (see poster XL253).
Moreover, when measuring with the sensor system proposed in the poster
referred to, the same rotation must result from pair II, mounted on the
same, undeformable, skeleton. We can then put
D(f)={S1II(f)- S2II(f)}/D= tII(f){R1II(f)- R2II(f)}/{T1II(f)D},

where T1I(f),T2I(f),T1II(f) and T2II(f) are the frequency characteristics
(transfer functions) of the individual sensors. The recordings of the
individual sensors, r1I(t), r2I(t), r1II(t) and r2II(t) are inverse Fourier
transforms of these complex spectra. As the sensors are presumably of the
same type, we can assume that their frequency characteristics are similar.
In the frequency domain, we can express the relation between S1I(f) and
S2I(f) with the help of measured R1I(f) and R2I(f) as
S2I(f)/S1I(f)= tI(f)R2I(f)/R1I(f),

which yields the condition
{R1I(f)- R2I(f)}tI(f)=tII,I(f)(R1II(f)- R2II(f)tII(f)).
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(*)

This equation is valid for any frequency in the range in which the sensors
provide reliable records. Thus it represents a system of equations, each
equation for each discrete frequency in the given range. The number of the
equations in the system is given by the number of samples used in the
Fourier transform and it is typically of the order of thousands. The

4. Synthetic example
a)

unknowns in the system are three transfer function ratios. It is common to
parametrize the transfer functions in a suitable way, either by poles and
zeros, or simply by several discrete values in the frequency domain. The
same parametrization can be applied for the transfer function ratios. For
any frequency of interest, tI(f) is uniquely determined by these parameters,
tI(f)=f(p1,p2,...pN,f), with f being an analytically defined function (e.g., a
set of interpolation polynomials or a rational function with poles and zeros)
of N parameters, where N is usually not a very large number, say up to 20.
Similarly, we can also parametrize the other two transfer function ratios. In
that case, the above equation represents a system of thousands of
equations (each equation for each frequency) for tens of unknowns
(parameters of the transfer function ratios).
The problem of finding the unknowns is non-unique. Therefore, we
introduce constraints keeping the transfer function ratios smooth and close
to complex unity. These constrains are easy to understand, because we
have sensors of the same type with very similar properties. This problem
can be solved using some of the general inverse methods (for overview of
the inverse methods see, e.g., the book by Tarantola, 2005 [2]). To an
advantage we apply a new inversion technique, the isometric method
(Málek et al., 2007 [3]). This method was specially developed for weakly
non-linear problems with many parameters. The inverse problem described
above falls into this category.
The result of the inversion are the transfer function ratios tI(f), tII(f) and
tII,I(f) which serve to correct the records r2I(t), r1II(t) and r2II(t) with
respect to the reference record r1I(t). From this we obtain the recorded
differential motion, the same from pairs I and II. It is influenced by the
same transfer function T1I(f) as record r1I(t), i.e. the real rotational motion
can be obtained by the corresponding instrumental correction removing
this influence.

5. Laboratory experiment
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Fig. 2: Laboratory test on the rotational
shaking table: experimental setting with a
8-sensor rotaphone (a), detail of the
rotational shaking table (b).
Fig. 3: Laboratory test on the rotational
shaking table: (a) 8 velocity traces, (b) real
rotation rate of the table (blue), measured
rotation rate obtained using the proposed
calibration technique (black solid) and
average rotation rate from the four sensor
pairs of the 8-sensor rotaphone (dashed).
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Fig. 1: Synthetic example: four synthetic velocigrams, simulating 4sensor rotaphone records, including a theoretical rotation rate and
influence of unconformity of the individual sensors in the rotaphone
(a), (b) the original (theoretical) rotation rate (black solid), the
rotation rate calculated using the presented calibration technique
(blue solid). For comparison the figure shows also the average space
derivative derived from the two sensor pairs of the 4-sensor
rotaphone (dashed).

We illustrate the calibration technique described above on a
synthetic example with known rotation rate . Fig. 1, upper
part, shows simulated velocigrams from four horizontal
geophones (A, B, C, D, oriented clockwise) of which the
sensor system (rotaphone) consists. Besides the translational
components, the records contain also the synthetic rotation
rate shown in Fig. 1, bottom (gray line). Moreover, they are
'contamined' by artificial differences in the transfer functions
of the sensors. These differences are smooth and do not
exceed 10% of the reference values for sensor A. Fig. 1,
bottom, also provides the average rotation rate obtained from
the differential motions from the A-C and B-D geophone pairs
(dashed line). The rotation rate calculated with the use of the
above calibration technique is shown in the bottom of Fig. 1
by a bold solid black line. The agreement between the original
and calculated rotation rate curves is very good.
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6. Calibration - Simplified inversion

Fig 2. shows the settings for the laboratory
experiment in which the rotaphone was
attached to the rotating shaking table
(detail of this table is in part b of the
figure). In this case the rotaphone consists
of eight elementary sensors arranged in
four pairs, all the sensors are oriented
clockwise. In this experiment the
amplitude and frequency of shaking were
changed continuously. Fig. 3 shows the
real rotation rate of the shaking table (gray
solid line) and the calculated and
calibrated rotation rate from all the four
sensor pairs (black solid line). Again, for
comparison, we show also the average
differential motion obtained from the four
pairs (dashed lines). We see only small
differences between the real and
calculated (calibrated) rotation rates in
earlier times (for longer periods) in Fig. 3.
For shorter periods the grey solid and black
solid lines are almost indistinguishable.

6
full inversion
simplified inversion

x1(f)=R1I(f)- R2I(f)tI(f),
x2(f)=tII,I(f)(R1II(f)- R2II(f)tII(f)).

(**)

In the next step we insert their average
a(f)=(x1(f)+x2(f))/2

Fig. 5: Vertical rotation rate due to the earthquake of ML=2.2, 15 October, 2008,
16:00:04 UTC. The calibrated curve using the simplified inversion (black) is
compared to the curve obtained by the full inversion (blue).
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Fig.4: Synthetic vertical rotation rate from Fig. 1 (blue), obtained by the full
inversion, compared to the curve calculated by the simplified inversion (black) .
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into Eq. (**) instead of x1(f) and x2(f). This allows to obtain new estimates
of tI(f) and tII(f) keeping tII,I(f) fixed at this stage. Next step is smoothing of
tI(f) and tII(f), which makes the left-hand sides in Eq. (**) different. Next we
again calculate their average, insert it to the left-hand sides of Eq. (**), and
obtain new estimates of tI(f) and tII,I(f) keeping tII(f) fixed at this time. This
process is iteratively repeated. In each iteration we change tI(f), in odd

iterations we moreover change tII(f) and in even ones tII,I(f). The iterative
process is stopped, when the difference between x1(f) and x2(f), after each
smoothing of the transfer function ratios, drops under a prescribed
tolerance in the whole frequency range of interest. This simplified inversion
technique requires typically 60x less computer time in comparison with the
full inversion described in Sec. 3
We illustrate the simplified calibration technique, in comparison with the
full-inversion method, on two numerical examples: the synthetic example
from Sec. 4 and the real rotation record due to the small earthquake with
local magnitude of ML=2.2, epicentral distance of 4.4 km and depth of 8.6
km. The earthquake occurred on 15 October, UTC 16:00:04, during the
earthquake swarm in the Western Bohemia region, close to Nový Kostel,
about 15 km to the North of the town Cheb (Eger), lasting from 6 October,
2008, to 10 December, 2008. In both the examples the rotational sensor
system consists of two geophone pairs, I and II. Fig. 4 shows the synthetic
vertical rotation rate calculated using the full-inversion technique from Fig.
1 compared to the rotation rate calculated by the simplified calibration. Fig.
5 compares the vertical rotation due to the earthquake referred to,
calculated with the full-inversion, with that calculated by the simplified
inversion. In both cases the match of the curves obtained by the two
discussed techniques is very good.

VERTICAL ROT. RATE (10-4 rad/s)

The calibration technique described in Sec. 3 may be relatively numerically
expensive, especially when more sensor pairs are involved. For example, in
the laboratory example for the 8-sensor prototype (Sec. 5) it requires
inversion for 238 parameters. The method is not useful to process huge
amounts of data in a nearly routine way, which is needed in seismically
active areas. We have, therefore, developed and tested much simplified
approach to the above described inverse problem, which is effective and
very simple for programming. In this approach we even do not need to
introduce any parametrization for the transfer function ratios tI(f), tII(f) and
tII,I(f), we only assume that they are smooth. The approach is further based
on the assumption that the finite differences (and also the corresponding
rotation components) are not very different from the starting model
characterized by tI(f), tII(f) and tII,I(f) equal to complex unity. With these
starting values we calculate independently both sides in Eq. (*):
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7. Conclusions
The focus of this study is to investigate the possibility of in-situ calibration of
paired sensors used to detect differential motion and, consequently, seismic
rotation. The approach is conditioned by the presence of more than one
sensor pairs measuring the same differential motion (rotation). Two
calibration techniques, using the full inversion and the highly effective

simplified inversion, are studied. From the presented examples we can
conclude that 1) both the proposed calibration techniques lead to almost
the same rotation rate, 2) both the proposed calibration techniques are able
to provide the correct rotation rate, and 3) the average differential motion
may be a good approximation of the rotation rate, except for slightly

different amplitude. The approximation is expected to be better for more
sensor pairs. For example, for the given 8-sensor rotaphone prototype the
mutual differences between the characteristics of the individual sensors
almost cancel each other when calculating the average waveform.
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